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1. e-PROS system

Main Features of e-PROS

1. Knowledge Management System
2. Database on Statutes and Case Law
3. Electronic Bulletin Board System
4. Electronic Document Approval System
5. e-mail System
1. e-PROS system

To share and retrieve information and experience

To provide a smart searching engine
2. KICS (Korea Information System of Criminal Justice Services)

What is KICS’ services?

- Standardized IT system allowing criminal justice agencies to perform investigation, indictment, trial, and implementation of punishment

Electronic Summary Disposition Proceedings

- Investigation
  - Police
  - Electronic Investigation
- Indictment
  - Prosecution
  - Seek an electronic summary order
- Adjudication
  - Court
  - Issue an electronic summary order
- Enforcement
  - KICS
  - Impose fine
2. KICS (Korea Information System of Criminal Justice Services)

Provide public online services:
- criminal case procedure information
- e-document issue
- victim support and so on

Mobile Service

• Since June 2013, KICS smartphone service has been available
3. **NDFC** (National Digital Forensic Center)

- Document Examination
- Fingerprint Analysis
- Image & Voice Analysis
- Urine & Hair Analysis
- Behavior & Testimony Analysis
- DNA Forensic
3. NDFC (National Digital Forensic Center)

Digital Forensic & DB Analysis

Digital Forensic

Digital Forensic Vehicle
3. NDFC (National Digital Forensic Center)

Data Analysis System

- Big Data analysis
- Bank transactions, Accounting data, Call history, email, etc.
• Integrated management system on digital evidence
• Connect field offices to the Center with a high-speed network
4. Video Recording System

- 773 Video Recording rooms, nationwide
- More than 20,000 Video Recording Interrogations annually
5. Electronic Bracelet (GPS Tracking Program)

- Tracking Devices
- Mobile Communications Network
- Central Monitoring Center
- Probation Office

The re-offending rates of sex offenders

- 2003~2007: 14.10%
- 2008~2014: 1.63%
Every member can upload and edit knowledge & information

To build and share collective intelligence among prosecutors
Thank You.